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In this paper we make use of the work of G. T. Whyburn1 on light 
interior transformations and on orbit decompositions of certain spaces 
to obtain a theorem by means of which a certain subset of the orbits 
of points under a periodic transformation T(M) = M may be given a 
linear ordering. This theorem is then used to obtain an accessibility 
theorem for plane continuous curves similar to one previously pub
lished by L. Whyburn.2 We take this opportunity to express our in
debtedness to G. E. Schweigert for suggesting the proof of Theorem I 
given below and thus eliminating the longer and less interesting proof 
previously obtained by the author. For any xÇîM, the orbit of x un
der T means 0(x) =^2?—<*?*&). 

THEOREM I. Let M be a locally connected continuum (that is> a con
tinuous curve) and T(M) = M an arbitrary periodic homeomorphism. 
Then if a and b are arbitrary points of M lying in different orbits under 
T and if axb is any simple arc in M joining a and b, then there must exist 
a simple arc a'x'b' in M lying in the orbit of axb under T such that a1 

belongs to 0(a), bf belongs to 0(b) and no two points of arxfbf lie in the 
same orbit under T. Furthermore, the point a1 may be any arbitrary pre-
assigned point of the orbit of a. 

Proof (Schweigert). Let M' be the hyperspace obtained by de
composing the space M into its orbits under T. Then, since the orbit 
decomposition is continuous,8 it follows4 that there exists a light in
terior transformation ƒ(M) = M', namely, the transformation given 
by and associated with the orbit decomposition. Let axb be the given 
arc in M. Then we may assume without loss of generality that axb 
has precisely the point a in common with 0(a) and precisely the point 
b in common with 0(b), Define K=f(axb). Then K is a locally con
nected continuum containing c=f(a) and d =ƒ(&). Let cyd be an arc 
in K joining c to d. Now let a' be an arbitrary point of 0(a). Then5 
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